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FINITE ELEMENTS METHODS FOR SOLVING VISCOELASTIC 
THIN PLATES 
HELENA RUZICKOVA and ALEXANDER ZENISEK 
(Received December 27, 1982) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] several mathematical models of viscoelastic bending of anisotropic thin 
plates are derived by generalizing one-dimensional rheological models, e.g. Voigt's 
model or Zener's model, to more dimensions. These problems are numerically solved 
by a combination of finite elements and Laplace transform in [4], [11], where 
further references can be found. The initial-boundary value problem (l) —(6), dealt 
with in the present paper, represents according to [3] and [4] the viscoelastic bending 
of a thin plate in the cases c2 = 0, cx == 1 and c2 = ci = 1. Moreover, our consider­
ations cover the case c2 = \, cx = 0. Our numerical approach is more standard than 
in [4] and [11]: we combine finite elements with finite differences. 
In Section 2 the corresponding variational problem is presented. In Section 3 the 
variational problem is discretized by finite elements in space and by finite differences 
in time. Triangular finite C1-elements are used including curved triangular ^-ele­
ments along the boundary if it is curved. When the problem is of the first order with 
respect to time (i.e. c2 = 0) the discretization in time is done by means of one and 
two step A-stable methods. In the case c2 = 1 we combine the formulas of two step 
A-stable methods with the second difference — this is nothing else than the Newmark 
method written for the linear equation. In this way we obtain the discrete problem 
(21) —(23). Further, applying numerical integration, the discrete problem (27) —(29) 
is derived. Existence and uniqueness of a solution of both discrete problems is 
proved. 
In Section 4 the convergence of the approximate solution is proved and the rate 
of convergence is estimated. Theorems 3 and 4 are devoted to the cases c2 = 1 and 
c2 = 0, respectively, when numerical integration is not taken into account. The 
effect of numerical integration is studied in Theorems 5 and 6. In Section 5 numerical 
results are presented. 
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2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We shall consider the following initial-boundary value problem 
(1) c2D\
2jliW9iJkl + cxD%^tim + D%wAjkl = Q in Q x (0, t*] , 
(2) w(xl9x2, t)\r = 0 , 
(3) f 
dv 
= 0 , 
r, 
(4) M $ i # iy + *iJ>S#i* y + Duli*,ij) Wi\r2 = 0 , 
(5) w(x1 ?x2 ,0) = / ( x 1 ? x 2 ) , 
(6) c2w(xl9 x2, 0) = c2g(x1? x2) , 
where at least one of the relations c1 = 1, c2 = 1 takes place and where c£ = 0 or 1 
(i = 1, 2).The summation convention over repeated subscripts is adopted. A comma 
is employed to denote partial differentiation with respect to spatial coordinates xl9 x2 
and a dot denotes the derivative with respect to time t. D^k\ are constants with the 
properties 
(7) D% = D% = D%}j (m = 0 , l , 2 ) , 
(8) Dffl&jZu^^jZtj V^,. = ^ 7 e K , fim = const > 0 (m = 0 , 1 , 2 ) , 
and Q,f, g are sufficiently smooth given functions. The symbol v denotes the unit 
outward normal to the boundary F of the given domain Q and vl9 v2 are the compo-
nents of the vector v. The symbols F1? F2 denote parts of F with the following pro-
perties: Fj u F2 = F, F! n F2 = 0. 
Before presenting a variational formulation of problem (1) —(6) let us introduce 
some notation. By Hm(Q) we denote the Sobolev space of real functions which together 
with their generalized derivatives up to order m inclusive are square integrable over Q. 
The inner product and the norm are denoted by (•, m)m>Q and |['||m,f?, respectively. 
Hm{Q) is the closure in the Hm-norm of the set of infinitely differentiable functions 
having compact support in Q. Cm(Hh(Q)) is the space of continuous functions 
/ : [0, t*] -» Hk(Q) which have continuous derivatives up to order m on [0, t*] . 
L2(Hk(Q)) is the space of strongly measurable functions / : (0, t*) -» H^iQ) such that 
Í \\f(t)\\ladt < co . lo 
Let us define the space V0 by 
(9) v0 = {ve H\Q) n H0(.Q): dvjdv = 0 o n f 1 in the sense of traces} . 
(Of course, if T1 = F then V0 = H%(Q).) Multiplying equation (1) by v e V0, inte-
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grating over Q and using (4) and Green's theorem we find 
(10) c2a2(w, v) + c^^w, v) + a0(w, v) = (Q, v)0>Q Vv e V0 , 
where 
(11) am(u, v) = DffltUjjV^ dx. 
Thus the variational formulation of problem (l) —(6) reads: Find a function w which 
has the following properties: 
(a) weL2(V0), w e L
2(V0), c2w e L
2(V0); 
(b) relation (10) holds; 
(c) the function w satisfies initial conditions (5), (6). 
In what follows we shall suppose that problem (a) —(c) has a solution w. Then this 
solution is unique: It is sufficient to prove that the corresponding homogeneous 
problem has the trivial solution only. Thus let us assume Q = f = g = 0 and set 
v = w in (10). We obtain 
(12) c2a2(w,
 w) + ci^i(w> w) + a0(w, w) = 0 . 
Relations (7) and ( l l ) imply 
(13) am(u, u) = - - - am(u, u) , am(u, v) = am(v, u) (m = 0, 1, 2) , 
2 dt 
and inequality (8) gives 
(14) am(u,u) = Km\\u\\
2
2fQ, Km = const > 0 (m = 0,1,2) V u e V0 
It follows from (12)-(14) that 
(15) — {c2a2(w, w) + a0(w, w)} = - 2 c^^w, w) = 0 . 
dt 
As we assume initial conditions (5), (6) to be homogeneous the expression 
c2a2(w, w) + a0(w, w) is initially zero. By (15) this expression either decreases and 
therefore becomes negative or remains equal to zero. Since (14) holds, however, 
only the latter alternative is possible. Then, according to (14), ||w||2t« = 0 Vt e [0, t*] 
which was to be proved. 
3. FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION 
We shall solve the variational problem (a) — (c) approximately, approximating the 
space V0 by a finite dimensional space created by finite C
x-elements and discretizing 
the time variable by finite differences. 
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We shall use triangular elements. In the case of polygonal boundary F we shall 
consider both a triangular C1-element with a full polynomial of the fifth degree [12] 
and Bell's C^element [ l ] . In the case of curved boundary F we shall consider Bell's 
elements on the interior triangles (whose sides are straight); along Fx we shall con-
sider curved ^-elements with a cubic curved side (see [14]), along F2 curved C
1-
elements with a quintic curved side [7]. Details concerning the construction of these 
elements can be found in [14], [8]. For our considerations we shall need only the 
fact that each finite C1-element of this kind corresponds to a polynomial v*(£, n) 
of degree N*, 
(16) N* = 4 + n , 
where n = 1 for elements with straight sides, n = 3 for elements with a cubic curved 
side and n = 5 for elements with a quintic curved side. ((16) is a special form of the 
relation N* = Am + 1 + (n — 1) m obtained for curved Cm-elements in [14].) 
The polynomial v*(£, n)h a C1-element constructed on the unit triangle T0 which lies 
in the c, 77-plane and has the vertices Kx(0, 0), K2(l, 0), K3(0, 1). The form of the 
correspondence is given by the mapping of T0 on the element considered. 
In the rest of this section we shall restrict ourselves to the case of curved boundary. 
The considerations in the case of a polygonal boundary are similar and simpler. 
Let us construct a domain Qh (an approximation of Q) and tts triangulation %h 
in the same way as in [14], [7], Using finite ^-elements just mentioned we can 
construct on the triangulation %h a finite dimensional space Vh which is a subspace 
of Cl(Qh). Every function v e Vh is uniquely determined by the parameters D
av(P,), 
|a| ^ 2, prescribed at the nodal points Pf of xh (Pt are the vertices of the triangles from 
which Tj, consists). Let Vh0 be a subspace of Vh defined by 
(17) Vh0 = \veVh:v = o,Ü- дv = 0 
гh дxг гhi дx2 Гиi 
where rh is the boundary of Qh and Fhl is the part of rh approximating Ft. 
According to [14], [7] the spaces Vh, Vh0 have the following property (P): Let 
u e C2(Q) satisfy boundary conditions (2), (3) and let uI e Vh be the interpolate of u 
(i.e. Da ur(Pi) = D* u(Pt), |a| ^ 2 at all nodal points Pt). Then Uj e Vh0. 
Let us choose an integer M, set At = t*JM and define 
(18) tm = mAt (m = 0, 1, . . . , M ) . 
If/ = f(xx, x2, t) then the symbol f
m will denote a function in two variables xl9 x2 
defined by the relation 
(19) fm = fm(xu x2) = f(xl9 x2, m At) . 
Setting finally 
(20) arh(u, v) = [[ D%utijvtkl dx (r = 0, 1, 2) 
J J Oh 
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we can define the discrete problem for the approximate solution of our variational 
problem (a) — (c): 
Let /I = 1 or 2. For each m = 0, 1, ..., M — JI find a function wm+^ e Vh0 such that 
(21) c2a2h(A
2wm, v) + Atctalh( f <xpw
m + p, v) + 
p = 0 
+ At2a0h( t Ppw
m+P, v) = At2( t PPQ
m+p, v)0,Qh Vv e Vh0 
p=0 p=0 
with initial condition (22) for /( = 1 and initial conditions (22), (23) for /i = 2: 
(22) tf =/'"(* i,x2), 
(23) w] = fapr + At gapr, 
where fapre Vh and g
apr e Vh are approximations of the right-hand sides of (5) and 
(6), respectively. The relation (23) is motived by the Taylor expansion. In ap-
plications we usually define fapr = fin\ gapr = gint, where fint and gint are inter-
polates of/ and g in Vh, respectively. However, we shall see in Section 4 that there 
exist better approximations of/ and g. 
R e m a r k . If c2 = 0 we can choose both fi = 1 and [i = 2. However, the initial 
condition (6) is not prescribed for c2 = 0 and therefore we cannot use (23). Instead of 
it we compute wj by means of a one step method. If c2 = 1 then \x = 2. 
The operator A2 is defined by 
(24) A2Fm = Fm + 1 - 2Fm + 1 + Fm . 
For \i = 1 we have 
(25) a0 = - 1 , a, = 1 , £0 = $ , ft = 1 - 3 (3 g i ) 
and for \x = 2 
(26) a0 = - 1 + 9, a i == 1 - 2 3 , a2 = 3 , /J0 = \ ~ iS + O*, ft = i - Id , 
ft = 13 + 3 , (3 ^ i , O" > 0 for c2 = 0, 3 ^ 0 for c2 = l) . 
If c2 = 0 then (25) and (26) define the coefficients of the /z-step A-stable method (see 
[10], [13]), If c2 = 1 then (24), (26) define the Newmark method which is uncondi-
tionally stable for 3 ^ ±, 3 >. 0 [17]. 
The symbol Q in (21) denotes a continuous extension of the function Q to a domain 
0 => £>,, u £>. 
As usual, we approximate the integrals defining the forms arh(\ •) and (•, *)O,QH 
in (21) by quadrature formulas with integration points lying in Q. This is done in the 
same way as in [5] or [14], [10]. Thus we obtain the forms arh(*, •) and (•, •),,. 
Now we can formulate the fully discretized problem for the approximate solution of 
the variational problem (a) —(c) in the domain Qh: 
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Let /i = 1 or 2. For each m = 0, 1, ..., M — fi find a function w™+/' e Vh0 such 
that 
(27) c2a2h(A
2wZ, v) + -4* c ^ £ a X * ' , ») + 
P = O 
+ *? a0h( t PP<
+P, v) = Al2( £ ft.Q'"*', v)h Vv e V/l0 
p = 0 p=0 
with initial condition (28) for \i = 1 and initial conditions (28), (29) for ft = 2: 




apr + At gapr, 
where the meaning offapr and #apr is the same as in (22), (23). 
It should be noted that the computing experience shows that in the case of equations 
with constant coefficients (as equation (1)) it is advantageous to use quadrature for-
mulas only on the curved triangles. On the triangles with straight sides it is better to 
use the technique using standard matrices [9]. This approach saves the computer 
time. 
In Section 4 the error analysis is presented for problems (21) —(23) and (27) —(29). 
Now we prove existence and uniqueness of a solution of these two problems. 
Lemma 1, Let the boundary F be piecewise of class C4. Let every triangulation xh 
satisfy the condition 
(30) hjh ^ c0 (e0 = const > 0, h = min hT, h = max hT) , 
Teth Teth 
hT being the greatest side of the triangle with straight sides having the same vertices 
as T. Then for h < h, where h is sufficiently small, we have 
(31) ei|H|i«h £ OJP, v) <, C2\v\\\,Qh Vv e Vk0 , 
where Cu C2 are constants independent of h and v. 
Proof. The first inequality (31) follows from the results introduced in [15]. The 
second inequality (31) is obvious. 
Lemma 2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 be satisfied. Let the quadrature for-
mulas on the unit triangleT0for the calculation of the forms arh(u, v) be of the degree 
of precision 2n + 4, where n depends on Te xh and is the same as in (16). Then for 
h < h, where h is sufficiently small, we have 
(32) C3|HJU = °JP,
 v) = C4IMI.U VP 6 Vh0 , 
where C3, C4 are constants independent of h and v. 
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Proof . According to (16), 2N* — 4 = 2n + 4. Thus we can use Theorem 7 from 
[14] and Theorem 3.1 from [7] and prove the first inequality (32) similarly to [14, 
Corollary 1], The second inequality (32) is a straightforward consequence of the 
second inequality (31) and [14, Theorem 7] and [7, Theorem 3.1]. 
Theorem 1, a) Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 be satisfied. Then for sufficiently 
small h, problem (21) —(23) has one and only one solution. 
b) Let the assumptions of Lemma 2 be satisfied. Then for sufficiently small h, 
problem (27) —(29) has one and only one solution. 
Proof , a) As relation (21) represents for each m a system of linear equations it 
suffices to prove that the following homogeneous problem has only the trivial solu-




+\ v) + At c^alh(w
m
d




+", v) = 0 VveV / j 0 . 
Let us set v = w™+fl m (33) and use the first inequality (31). Then we obtain w™+^ = 0. 
b) Using the first inequality (32), part b) can be proved in the same way as part a). 
Theorem 1 is proved. 
It should be noted that part a) of Theorem 1 can be proved without the restriction 
h < h, i.e. for every h. The only change is that in the proof we use the first inequality 
(31) with a constant Cx dependent on h. However, in Section 4 we shall need ine-
qualities (31J with constants independent of h. 
In the case of polygonal boundary F inequalities (31) hold for every h and without 
assumption (30). Thus we can state the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. a) Let the domain Q have a polygonal boundary F. Then problem 
(21) — (23) has one and only one solution for every h. 
b) Let the domain Q have a polygonal boundary F and let the quadrature for-
mulas on the unit triangle T0 for the calculation of the forms arh(u, v) be of the 
degree of precision 6. Then for sufficiently small h problem (27) —(29) has one and 
only one solution. 
4. ERROR ESTIMATES 
We start with some definitions and a lemma. The symbol w will denote the Calderon 
extension of the exact solution w to the domain Q, where & ID Q U Qh Vh < h. 
The function n e Vh0 satisfying 
(34) aoh(w - n, v) = 0 Vv e Vh0 
is called the Ritz approximation of the function w. 
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Lemma 3. Let in the case of a curved boundary F the assumption of Lemma 1 
be satisfied. Let the solution w(xl9 x2, t) satisfy 
(35) w(xu x2,t)e H
k + 2(Q) Vt e (0, **] 
where k = 4 vv/ieti we use only triangles with straight sides and full polynomials 
of the fifth degree, and k = 3 in the remaining cases. Let w(xu x2, t)e H
k+1(Q) 
be the Calderon extension of w(xx, x2, t)from Q to Q, i.e. 
(3 6) Hlfc + 2,5 = Cs\\w\\k + 2,Q, 
where C5 is a constant independent of w and t. Let n(xx, x2, t) e Vh0 (W e (0, f*]) 
be the Ritz approximation of the function w(xt, x2, t). Then there exists a constant C 
independent of w, h and t such that 
(3 7) IItf - n\i,nh _ ch
k\\w\\k+2iQ. 
Proof. Let wL e Vh0 be the interpolate of the function w e H
k + 2(Q). Then, according 
to corresponding interpolation theorems on classical and curved triangles (see 
[2, p. 812 and 819] and [14, p. 358]), 
(38) | | w - Wj\\2iQh= Ch
k\\w\\k + 2rQ. 
The triangular inequality gives 
(39) \\w ~ }ih,°h = \\
w - ff/lko* + h - wi\\2,oh • 
As n e Vh0, Wj e Vh0 we have n - wTe Vh0. Using the first inequality (31) and relation 
(34) we obtain 
(40) C-Jfj - W j H i ^ _g a0h(n - wl9 n - wA _ 
- a0h(w - w[y n - Wj) g K||w - Wi\\2,Qh \\n - vvJU , ß h 
where the constant K does not depend on h (because L)(.^. are constants). If ?/ =£ w7 
then we obtain from (40) 
(41) Ik-^lk^-WcOlw-w,^^. 
Inequality (37) follows from (36), (38), (39) and (41). If n = wt then (37) follows 
from (36) and (38). Lemma 3 is proved. 
First we prove convergence of the solution of problem (21) —(23). In order to 
estimate the expressions \\wm — wm\\2fQh (m = [i,..., M) let us set 
(42) <T = wm - nm , £m = nm - wm . 
Then 
(A^\ W\Aim _ -u;mll < \\?m\\ _L | | e w | | 
V 4 3 1 IIW Wd\\2,Qh _ || C \\2,Qh + | |
f i<.| |2 ,D, . • 
The first term on the right-hand side of (43) can be estimated by means of Lemma 3 . 
It remains to estimate the second term. The complete result is contained in Theorems 
3 and 4. 
Theorem 3. Let c2 = 1 and let in the case of a curved boundary F the assumptions 
of Lemma 1 be satisfied. Let 
(44) weO + 3(Hk + 2(Q)), 
where k is defined in Lemma 3 and q = 2fOr 9 = \ and q = 1 for S + \ (cf (25), 
(26)). Then for m = 2, ...,M and for sufficiently small h the following estimate 
holds: 
(45) ||*" - wmd\\2A S C\Af + h
k + i \\si\\2Mh + Ar
l||ej - 8 J | | 2 A } , 
j = o 
where the constant C does not depend on At and h. 
Theorem 4. Let c2 = 0, c1 = 1 and let in the case of a curved boundary F the 
assumptions of Lemma 1 be satisfied. Let 
(46) weC+l(Hk + 2(Q)). 
Then for m = \.i, ..., M (/i = 1 Or 2) and for sufficiently small h the following 
estimate holds: 
(47) |[w'M - wm\\2>Qh S C{Af + h
k + i V i l k U , 
1 = o 
where the meaning of k, q and C is the same as in Theorem 3. 
P roo f of Theorems 3 and 4. For the sake of simplicity we shall write sm instead 
of sm. First we prove Theorem 3. Some of our arguments are similar to considerations 
from [16]. 
Let w, w and w denote the Calderon extensions of functions w, w and w, respectively, 
from Q to Q. Let us define a function Q by the relation 
(48) c2D^Jjkl + ClD\%^iJkl + D ^ , ^ = Q . 
Equation (48) is identical with equation (1) for (xl, x2) e Q. Let us multiply (48) by 
an arbitrary function v e Vh0 and integrate over Qh. We obtain 
(49) c2a2h(w, v) + C!alft(w, v) + a0h(w, v) = (g , v)0jf?h. 
Relations (34) and (49) imply 
(50) At2 aoh( ^ i3p1f




2 a2h( Z ppH
m+>, v) - c, At2 alh( I P$
m+>, v). 
p = 0 p-0 
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Let us add to both sides of (50) the expression 
c2a2h(A
2rf, v) + cx At alh( £ a p i f
+ p , v) ; 
p = 0 
we obtain 
51) c2a2h(A
2rf, v) + cx At alh( X aprj
m+p, v) + At2 aoh( £ ^pr1
m + p, v) = 
p=0 p=0 
= At\ i PpQ"
+', c)0>r3„ + cx zk alh( l (apt1
m+" - At /?pW
m+"), p) + 
p = 0 p = 0 
+ c2a2h(A
2rim-At2ippti
m + p,v). 
p=0 
As w = £ + 77, we have 
(52) rjp = wp - £p . 
Let us insert (52) into (51) and use the notation 
2 
(53) 7im = X ( v v m + p - Ar PpWm+p), 
p = 0 
(54) cOm = X a p r
+ p , 
p = 0 
2 
(55) ym = A2wm - At2 X /?pw
m+p ; 
p = 0 
we obtain 
(56) c2a2h(A
2rf\ v) + cx At axh( £ cyy"
1*', v) + 
p = 0 
+ At2 a0ft( X /^f
+*, v) = At2( X /^p6m+p, v)0A + 
p = 0 p = 0 
+ c, At au,(n
m - wm, v) + c2a2ft(>
m, p) - c2a2h(A
2£m, v). 




m, v) + Cl At alh( £ *pz
m+p, v) + 
p = 0 
+ At2 a0h( £ i3ps
m+p, v) = c2a2/j(y
m, v) - c2a2h(A
2C, v) + 
p = 0 
+ ctAt alh(n
m - com, v) Vv 6 Vh0 . 
Let us substitute into (57) the expression 
(58) p = Y > p e
m + ' e K , 0 
p = 0 
Adding up the obtained relation from m = 0 up to m = s — 2 we get 
(59) £ (c2^m + c i AtSm + A*2 €m) = *£ (C2l5m - c2E
m + c. «4* / > ) , 
m = 0 m = 0 
where 
(60) A- = «2 f t(dV, I a p e
m + P ) , 
p = 0 
(6i) B™ = « » O : « / + P , I « / + P ) , 
p=0 p=0 
(62) C'" = a0 f t(E l
3P e"+ P . l ¥ m + P ) -
p=0 p=0 
(63) £™ = £ 2 / l (y
w , ^ / + ^ ) , 
p = 0 
(64) Ew = a2h(A
2£m, £ a / » + > ) , 
p = 0 
(65) Fw = alh(n
m-oS\ £ a / " + *) 
p = 0 
The left-hand side of (59) will be estimated from below and the right-hand side from 
above. Using (24), (26) and the notation Aew = ew + 1 - ew we obtain from (60) 
Am = d2h(As
m + l - Asm, SAsm + l + (1 - 9) Asm). 






Similarly, using (26), (62) and 9 ^ \ we obtain 
Cm = a0h($s
m + 2 + (1 - S)sm+l - (Ssm + l + (1 - S)sm) , 
i(Ssm + 2 + (1 - $)sm + l + &>w + 1 + (1 - S)sm + SA2sm) ^ 
^ i[a0h($s
m + 2 + (1 - $)sm + l, Ssm + 2 + (1 - 8)sm + l) -
- a0h(9e
m + 1 + (1 - S) ^w, ^ w + 1 + (1 - 9) 2W) + 
+ Sdoh(As
m+\ Asm+i) - Sa0h(As
m, Asmj] . 
It follows from (61), (31) that Bw ^ 0. Thus using Lemma 1 we get for At ^ 1 
(66) £ (Aw + At ClB
m + At2 Cm) £ iC i ^2 P - iC2|[A£°U
2,Dh - i C 2 Al
2 R , 
m = 0 
where 
(67) - R = - | | 3 e l + (1 - 3)e0 | |2 ,n h - S\\s> - £°||
2
>Q(1 £; 
^ --MHU + |«°I.U) 
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with 
K! = max {9, 9(29 - l) + 23} 
and 
P = \\lk> + (1 - 5y-*||2, f i„ + (1 + 5) |e* - e -
1 ! 2 , ^ = 
= (52 + 1 + 5) ||a12,flh + [(1 - 5)
2 + 1 + 5] I s ^ H U + 
+ 2 [ 5 ( l - 5 ) - l - 5 ] ( e ' , « r ' -
1 ) 2 A . 
As 5(1 - 5) - 1 - 6 < 0 for 5 ^ i, <5 > 0, we have for any x > 0 
2 [ 5 ( l - 5 ) - l - ^ ] ( £
s , e s - 1 ) 2 , n ^ 
^ [ ^ l - d ) - l - 5 ] ( T | 4 i i 0 h + i | | e»-
1 | | ! .0 h) . 
We can set 
[1 + 5 - 5(1 - 5)]2 + [1 + 3 + (1 - 5)2] (1 + 5 + 52) 
2[1 + 5 + (1 - 5)2] [1 + 5- 5(1 - 5)] 
thus obtaining 
(68) P ^ K^jl^ + \\ss-l\\lnh), 
where 
„ . ( 1 + 3 
K7 = mm t2[l + <5 + (1 - 5)2] ' 
(1 + <5) [1 + ô + (1 - 5)2] 
[1 + (5 - 9(1 - 3)]2 + (1 + 3 + 32) [1 + 3 + (1 - 3)2]J 
According to (26), we can write 
2 
(69) £ ape
m+* = ,4(3 Aem + am). 
p = 0 
Using (63) and (69) we obtain with respect to the boundedness of drh(u, v) 
$-2 
(70) £ Dm = a2h(y
s~2, 9 As*'1 + a5'1) - d2h(y°, 9 As
0 + e°) -
m = 0 
- Z « a ( j ™ - y




+ lW" 1hA(I ' , + 1 l laA + ||-"B2A)}-
m = l 
From the Calderon theorem and from (55) we obtain 
i / - | 2 A =g C|M
2W" - ^ř 2 I ^M>m + "||fc + 2,í2 . 
p=0 
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Let q = 2 (i.e. 3 = J). Then the Taylor theorem yields 
2 
_ V " - _/2 X J ? / m + p = - At+ v~— -—Ať 
P=o 3 dr 12 at 
- ( i + 5 ) _ f 4 ^ - ( i - 5 ) A f 4 ^ - . 
v <9.4 <9f4 
H e n c e by m e a n s of (44) 
(71) \\y%,nh SCAt*. 
Let q = 1 (i.e. $ > | ) . Then the Taylor theorem yields 
2 
A2wm - At2 X j8 p w
m + * = 
p = 0 
u.*6 Я 3 vo* 7 Я3..>*8~| 
_ _ _ (ð + 2<5)L___ - ( i - 2<5) — 1 . 
ř3 v ; ÕЃ У ' õt3 J 
= At3  
3 dt3 3 dt  
Hence by means of (44) 
(72) |M | 2 , f i h SCAt
3. 
From (71) and (72) we obtain 
(73) \\ym\\2Mh ^ C At"
+2 . 
Similarly we can derive 
(74) | | _ / " | | 2 > „ „ ^ C _ . *
+ 3 . 
Relations (70), (73) and (74) imply 
(75) _ r 2 * _ : V ^ C_.«{ £ [||es-ii2,fih + |8'-||2,fij + _ / _ : |_"||2>0.}. 
m = 0 i = 0 m = 0 
Using (64) and (69) we obtain similarly as in the case of relation (70) 
- X ; V S &C2 E{|_^-
2 | |2 , f i h | |«-' |_A + \\A
2?\\2,nh\\e%,Qh + 
m = 0 . = 0 
+ Si2\\^m-%,nh\\e^%,nh}. 
m = l 
Relations (42j), (44), Lemma 3 and the Taylor theorem imply 
\\AJC\\2,nh = \\A'w - _ V | 2 A ^ CA*||_
Jw|t + _ i0 ^ C _ t W (j = 2, 3 ) . 
Thus 
(76) - _ r * ' _ _ _ ? " ^ Cfr»[_/_: |em||2,f ih + I ( | |e
s - ' | |2 ; f i h + ||e'l|2>fiJ] . 
m = 0 m = 0 i=0 
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Using (65) and (69) we obtain similarly as in the case of relation (70): 
*£ i> g 3C2£{(K
2 |2 > f i h + |K
2f2>0h)||e-'-||2,0h + 
m = 0 i = 0 
+ ( |«° | 2 A + K|[2.0J ||e'l|2,0h +
 SZ(\\Anm-%,aH + 
m = l 
+ ||^-1 | |2,0J||8
m+'l|2>0h}. 
In the same way as in [10, p. 432] we obtain 
[ | 7 r m | | 2 > 0 h ^ C ^
+ 1 , ||a>m|2>0h S Ch
kAt. 
Similarly 
m ' | 2 , o h ^ ^ Al' , ||ZJCo l\2,Qh An
m\\2„h  C t"
+2 , \\Aof\\2„h i£ Ch
k At2 . 
Thus 
(77) A r l \ i > ^ C(hk + At") {At*?, \\em\\2,ah + 
m = 0 m = 0 
1 
i = o 
Dividing (59) by At2 and using (66)-(68), (75)-(77) we obtain 
(78) Z K 1 U * ^o^r2||A£°||
2,,h + £ |«'||*A + 
i = 0 i = 0 
+ (Jf + h*)[i(|[e-l2>0„ + ||a'|2>0J + At"j? |[£
m||2>0J} . 
i = 0 m = 0 
where K0 is a constant independent of h, At and s. Now we shall use five times the 
inequality 
(79) \ab\ < - xa2 + - b2 . 
V J • ' " 2 2T 
In all five cases we set a = Atq + /tfe. As to b and T we define (denoting by Kt the 
absolute constant obtained after the i-th step): 
i. b = | 4 2 > 0 h , T = K0, 
2- b= \\e'-l\\2_ah, x = X. /2 , 
3. fe = l e 1 ^^ , , , T = 1, 
4- ft = |[e0|2>Oh, T = 1, 
5- & = |em | |2 ,0 h , T = K 4 / 2 . 
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The result is 
(80) 1 4 U ^ K{At2« + h2k + At~2\\As%fih + 
1 s - 1 
[2 + III4U} + ̂ I Ik1U-
i = 0 m = 0 
Using the discrete form of GronwalPs lemma (see e.g. [6, p. 176]) we obtain 
\\4l0h <; K{At
2« + h2k + i \\s%lah + At-
2\\As°\\lnh} e*». 
Hence 
(81) \\s%A <; C{At" + h
k + i ||e
;||2,fih + j r
l | / i s
0 | 2 , n J 
i = 0 
The assertion of Theorem 3 follows from (42), (43), (81) and from Lemma 3. 
Now we prove Theorem 4. In this case c2 = 0. Let us divide (57) by At and set 
(82) v = if}pB
m+-eVh0. 
j> = 0 
Adding up the obtained relation from m = 0 up to m = s — y. we get 
(83) X(Gm + AtHm)= £ Jm, 
m = 0 m = 0 
where 
(84) Gm = alh( i ape
m+", £ pps
m+>) , 
(85) Hm = a0h( £ pps
m+-, £ j 3 / " + ' ) , 
p = 0 p = 0 
p = 0 p = 0 
џ џ 
V 
(86) Jm = alh(7t
m - com, X PPe
m+p) • 
p = 0 
Similarly as in [10, pp. 430-431] we obtain 
(87) YGm ^ K,\\4lQh - K*i | |e' | | iA . 
m = 0 i = 0 
Lemma 1 and relation (85) give 
(88) Y^'^ciYwipp^'in 
m = 0 m = 0 p-
Similarly as in [10, pp. 432 — 433] we obtain 
m = 0 p = 0 
(89) Y Jm ^ C At(^q + hk) l " | | t PPs
m+p\\22A 
m = 0 m = 0 p=0 
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The inequality which follows from (83), (87), (88) and (89) can be estimated in the 
same way as [10, (171)]. The result is 
(90) \\e%Mh ^ C(At* + *' + I i «
i | 2 , 0 J . 
i = 0 
The assertion of Theorem 4 follows from (42), (43), (90) and Lemma 3. Theorems 3 
and 4 are proved. 
At the end of this section we shall briefly analyze the effect of numerical integra-
tion. Let us define the error functionals by 
(91) E(uv) = (u, v)o,Qh - (u, v)h, 
(92) E(D^lutiivtkl) = amh(u, v) - amh(u, v) . 
Let us express (•, ')0,oh and amh(
9, •) in (56) by means of (91) and (92), respectively, 
subtract (27) from (56) and use the relation 
(93) 4 = nJ - K • 
We obtain 
(94) c2a2h(Ah
m, v) + Cl At alh( X ape
m+p, v) + 
P = o 
+ At2 a0h( £ Ppe
m + o, v) = c2a2h(y
m, v) - c2a2h(A
2£™, v) + 
P = o 
2 
+ ct At aih(n
m - com, v) + At2 E( £ PpQ
m+pv) -




mjVM) - d AtE(D% £ apn
m+pvM) -





p = 0 
We shall use (94) for estimating ||£w||2,oh- L
e t u s assume that c2 = 1 and set v = 
2 
= ]T ocps
m+p in (94). Adding up the obtained relation from m = 0 u p t o r n = s — 2 
P=O 
and dividing the result by At2 we obtain 
s - 2 s - 2 
(95) £ ( A r 2 Aw + c1 At"
1 Bm + Cm) = J] ( A r 2 5W - Ar2 Fw + 
m = 0 m = 0 
+ cx At
-1 Fw + Kw - Ar2 Lm - c! A r * M W - Nw), 
where Dm, Sm and ^ m are given by (63), (64) and (65), respectively, Am, Bm and Cm 
by the relations which we obtain from relations (60), (61) and (62), respectively, 
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by omitting tildas, and where 
(96) K- = E ( Z / ? p e
m + " i a , 8 r " ) , 
p=0 q=0 
(97) Lm = E(Z>$,(>4 V) , .y ( i xter%,), 
«=o 
(98) M" = E(D%( i <y,m+*)„.,. ( i a ^ + « ) , „ ) , 
p = 0 q=0 
(99) iV- = E(D%( i ^ m + " ) ; U ( i < v r % ) . 
p = 0 q=0 
In estimating the terms (96) —(99) we shall use the following lemmas: 
Lemma 4. Let (5(xi. x2, t) e H
fc(.Q) Vt e [0, t*] and /et v e V0/r Let t/ze quadrature 
formulas on the unit triangle T0 for the calculation of the form (u, v)h be of the 
degree of precision 
(100) d = n + k + 1 . 
Then 
(ioi) Ke^l^cfclellaNk,?,,, 
where C is a constant independent of h, Q and v. 
It should be noted that n appearing in (16) and (100) depends on Te xh. We have 
n = 1 for triangles with straight sides and n > 1 for curved triangles (n = 3 if the 
curved side lies on Thl and n = 5 if the curved side lies on F/j2). As F(f) = ]T Fr(f) 
T 
the proof of Lemma 4 is a consequence of [14, Theorem 9] and Cauchy's inequality. 
Relation (100) is relation [14, (157)] written for r = k, N* = n + 4 (see (16)) and 
712 = 1 . 
Lemma 5. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 be satisfied. Let the degrees of preci-
sion of the quadrature formulas on the unit triangle T0 for the calculation of the 
forms arh(u, v) (r = 0, 1, 2) be given by (100). Then 
(102) \E(£>Ui1,ijV,ki)\ = Chk\\w\\k+2>Q \\v\\2A , 
where C is a constant independent of h, w and v. 
Proof. The proof is a consequence of the proof of [14, Theorem 8]. As in [14] 
it is sufficient to estimate terms of the form 
(103) E*(c*Dyrj*Ddv*) 
with |y| = |<5| = 2 for interior elements and 1 ^ |y|, \d\ = 2 for boundary elements. 
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The function c* has the property D"c* = 0(/z2- ! y M < 5 ! + lM!). It follows from [14, 
(174)] that 
(104) | F * ( c * D V I ) V ) | ^ C/zs+3- ! y !- ! 5 ! | |v | |2 , rXftT
J>*| j+M ,T0 , 
j = o 
where 
(105) s = k + |<5| - 2 . 
It remains to estimate the term depending on r/*. We can write 
(106) t /*r^*|;+M,T0 £ £ fcf'flf* ~ M ) * U l r l . r o + 
7=0 j=0 
+ |(7Irw)* - W*| ;+bI )To + |w*| ;+ | y ! f ro} , 
where nTw is the interpolate of w on T. We have (using [14, (153), (106), (73)]) 
s 
(107J £ hrV - («r*)*|y+|,|.r. ^ ChT
s\n* - («r*)*| | , | .r, ^ 
J = 0 
^ C^r s + l T l _ 1 ( | h ~ *l |T | . r + 1* - «r*l i , | . r ) ^ 
^ChT
s+W-l{\n-w\2,T + hk\\w\\k + 2 t T ) . 
Similarly 
(108) t"TJ\(nTw)* - w*\j+MiTo 5£ cth^K^w) - w||,+ M ,T =g 
/=o / = o 
g C A ^ ' M - w||s+MfT ^ Cfc^"
1||«||k+2ir> 
(109) Z^ ' |w*| i + M , r o ^ c /^" -
1 !^ !^ ,^ . 
1=o 
Substituting (106)-(108) into (104) and using (105) we obtain 
(110) | E * ( c * D V D V ) | ^ C||v||2jr(||f/ - w||2, r + h
fc||w||k+2,T). 
We have 
(HI) E(DijkfltijV,ki) = £
 ET(Dijki1,ijV,ki) • 
T 
Each term on the right-hand side of (111) can be written as a sum of terms (103).. 
Thus, using Cauchy's inequality and Lemma 3 we obtain from (110), ( i l l ) the 
estimate (102). Lemma 5 is proved. 
Theorem 5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3, Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 be satisfied. 
Let dQjdte C(Hk(Q)). Then for m = 2 , . . . , M and for sufficiently small h the fol-
lowing estimate holds: 
(112) | |#" - <\\2,oh ^ 
<g C{At" + h
k + £ IK!-,,* + Arl\\ej, - eJ||aA} , 
j=o 
where the constant C does not depend on At and h. 
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Proof. We have 
(H3) ||«" - wTlla A ^ l[f"lU A + KU2.C, • 
The first term on the right-hand side of (113) can be estimated by means of Lemma 3. 
The estimate of the second term will be obtained in the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 3: by estimating the left-hand side of (95) from below and the right-hand 
side from above. 
First we estimate the last four terms on the right-hand side of (95). Using (96), 
summation by parts (see (69), (70)), Lemma 4 and the Taylor theorem we obtain 
(114) X\K'" = E( V PrQ^^Aer1 + el"1)) -
m=0 p=0 
- ' l KlPP(Q
m+P ~ Qm-1+P){^mh + e
m)) -
m = l p = 0 
- E(i PpQ"(9Ae
0








m=l p=0 i=0 
p=0 i=0 
= ch*{ i [||£ri|2,0, + |K|2,0J + -i/zKla.*} • 
i = 0 m = 1 
Similarly, using (97) — (99), summation by parts, Lemma 5 and the Taylor theorem, 
we can estimate 
s - 2 
(115) £ (-At~2Lm - ct At'
1 Mm - Nm) = 
m = 0 
^ C A ^ ' E K I - A + ii\\sr%,nh + H\\2,ah-\}. 
m = l i = 0 
The remaining terms in (95), which contain Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, Em and Fm, can be 
estimated similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3 (instead of Lemma 1 we use Lemma 
2). We obtain an inequality of the same form as inequality (78). The rest of the proof 
is the same as the corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 3. 
Similarly, generalizing the proof of Theorem 4 we can prove: 
Theorem 6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4, Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 be satisfied. 
Then for m = \i, ..., M (fi = 1 Or 2) and for sufficiently small h the following 
estimate holds: 
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(116) ||*w - < | | 2 A = C{AP + h
k +Y \\ei\\2iDh} , 
7 = 0 
where the meaning of k, q and C is the same as in Theorem 3. 
R e m a r k . The assumptions of Theorem 5 can be weakened. If we define the forms 
arh(u, v) (r = 1,2) by means of quadrature formulas of an arbitrary degree but 
with positive weights then arh(v, v) _ 0 (this follows from (8)). Thus B
m
 = 0 
and we can change Theorem 5 in the following way: Let the degrees of precision of 
the quadrature formulas on T0 for the calculation of a0h(u, v) and a7h(u, v) (r = 1, 2) 
be 2n + 4 and n + k + 1, respectively, and let the formulas of the degree n + k + 1 
have positive weights. Let the remaining assumptions of Theorem 5 hold. Then for 
m = 2, ..., M and for sufficiently small h the following estimate holds: 
(117) ||iv* - ww | |2 ,^ = C{AP + /*< + £ Klkifc + ^
_ 1 K " c°||»} , 
j = 0 
where |v | |* = #2/j(v, v). 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Example 1. We solved problem (l) —(6) with Q being a rectangle with sides 
a, h, F! = F, F2 = 0, cx = 1 or 0, e2 = 1 or 0. The functions g, / , # were chosen 
in such a way that the problem has the solution 
(118) w(xl9 x2, t) = cp(t) u(xl9 x2), 
where <p(t) is a function of time variable t and 
(119) u(xl9 x2) = [xt(a — xt) x2(b — x 2 ) ]
2 . 
As the problem is symmetrical the space discretization was done for one quarter 
of Q only. It was divided into four equal rectangles and each of them by diagonals 
into four triangles. The number of unknowns is thus 65 for the full polynomial of 
the fifth degree and 45 for Bell's element. Numerical integration was not used. In 
the case c2 = 1 the initial condition (6) was approximated either by the Taylor 
theorem 
(120) wd(xl9 x2, At) = (cp(0) + At (p(0)) u(xl9 x2), 
or by using the exact value 
(121) w<t(xi> x2> At) = (p(At) u(xl9 x2) . 
The results are expressed by the absolute value of maximum relative error in percent, 
i.e. by 
(122) max |(Dywm - Dywm)/DW"| . 100 , 
where in each time step maximum is taken over all nodal points and over |y| = 0, 1, 2. 
Some results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for the case a = b, DffhwtiJki = /1
2w, 
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(m = 0,1,2), (A2 denotes now the biharmonic operator), <p(t) = 1 — exp( — t) 
and Bell's element. We make the following remarks: 
1. Using a one step method for c2 = 0, (p(t) = t we obtain the maximum relative 
error 1-93% (constant in all time steps) which may be considered as the error of the 
space discretization. This error is achieved at d2wjdx2x at the point (3a/8, b/8) whereas 
the relative error at w(\a, -\b) is only 0-005%. The great difference between the maxi­
mum error and error at w(^a, ^b) appears always when the error of the space dis­
cretization prevails. However, if the error of the time discretization is dominant 
Table 1. Maximum relative error in % for one step methods. 
5 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/3 1/4 
Лt 
t 
1/8 1/4 1/2 1 1/2 1/2 
0-5 2-04 2-35 3-63 5-47 8-34 
1-0 2-01 2-24 3-20 7-50 4-39 6-64 
1-5 1-99 2-16 2-87 3-50 5-23 
2-0 1-97 2-10 2-61 4-79 2-80 4-10 
2-5 1-96 2-05 2-41 2-25 3-22 
3-0 1-95 2-02 2-27 3-30 1-84 2-55 
3-5 1-95 1-99 2-16 P54 2-05 
4-0 1-94 1-97 2-09 2-55 1-42 1-68 
4-5 1-94 1-96 2-04 1-58 1-42 
5-0 1-94 1-95 2-00 2-20 1-69 1-51 
Table 2. Maximum relative error in % for two step methods. 
c2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
c! 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
.9 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 0-6 0-6 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 
S 1/12 1/12 1/12 1/12 0-3 0-3 1/12 1/12 1/12 1/12 
At 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 
Лt 2-06 6-38 0 6-38 6-38 0 13-02 0 13-02 0 
0-5 2-14 6-19 0-05 7-37 7-53 0-21 12-64 0-08 14-08 0-36 
1-0 2-09 5-66 0-25 8-05 8-40 0-43 11-30 0-26 15-12 0*96 
1-5 2-05 4-90 0-56 7-65 8-19 0-51 9-39 0-45 14-27 1-23 
2-0 2-02 4-05 0-93 6-05 6-73 0-44 7-23 0-75 11-37 115 
2-5 2-00 3-22 1-30 4-38 5-07 1-15 5-15 1-14 7-45 1-46 
3-0 1-98 2-52 1-62 2-34 2-92 1-97 3-39 1-49 2-69 1-63 
3-5 1-96 2-01 1-86 3-36 2-97 2-74 2-09 1-77 5-57 1-93 
4-0 1-95 1-69 2-01 6-02 5-87 3-30 1-60 1-96 10-26 3-14 
4-5 1-95 1-55 2-09 7-40 7-50 3-52 2-06 2-07 12-65 4-08 
5-0 1-94 1-53 2-11 7-18 7-51 3-37 2-10 2-11 12-21 4-42 
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then the relative error is almost of the same magnitude for all Dyw, \y\ = 0, 1, 2, at 
all nodal points. 
2. In the case c2 = 1 the sign of the error changes repeatedly. This can explain the 
fact that in some time steps greater error is obtained for e1 = 0 than in the case 
sl > 0. (In our example s° = 0 always holds.) 
3. In the case c2 = 0 the best results are obtained for the one step method with 
& = \. This corresponds to the properties of the one and two step A-stable methods 
for solving a single ordinary differential equation of the first order. In the case c2 = 1 
we got better results for cx = 1 than for cl = 0 not only for (p(t) = 1 — exp ( —t) 
but also for some other functions cp(t) and even for the solution of a single differential 
equation of the second order. 
Example 2. We reproduced an example solved in [11] by a combination of finite 
elements and the Laplace transform. The data are given so that problem (1) —(6) 
should describe the viscoelastic bending of an orthotropic simply supported plate 
loaded by the uniform load. In this example c2 = 0 and the initial condition (5) is 
given by 
(123) D%wtijkl(xl9 x29 0) = const * 0 . 
Other details concerning the data can be found in [11]. In [11], the exact values of 
w(xl9 x2, t) at the centre of the plate, computed by means of an infinite series, are also 
given. If we divide the quarter of the rectangular plate into 16 triangles in the same 
way as in Example 1 (the problem is again symmetrical in space), use the full poly-
nomial of the fifth degree and the one step method with # = 0-5, At = 0-2 in (0, 1], 
At = 0-5 in (1, 2], At = 1 in (2, 10] and At = 5 in (10, 100], we get results which 
coincide with the exact solution up to 4 significant digits. However, we get surprisingly 
good results even if we divide a quarter of Q only into two triangles, use Bell's 
element and make only three time steps with At = 10, At = 20 and At = 70, successively. 
The relative errors then are 1-13% for t - 10, 2-12% for t = 30 and 1-46% for 
t = 100. It should be noted that the function w at the centre of the plate is approxi-
mated better than w elsewhere except the boundary and much better than the first and 
second derivatives of w. 
All computations have been performed in the Computing centre of Technical 
university of Brno on the computer DATASAAB D21. 
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S o u h r n 
ŘEŠENÍ VISKOELASTICKÉ TENKÉ DESKY METODOU 
KONEČNÝCH PRVKŮ 
HELENA RŮŽIČKOVÁ, ALEXANDER ŽENÍSEK 
Řešení w problému (l) —(6) představuje pro c2 = cx = 1 nebo pro c2 — 0, ct — 1 
viskoelastický průhyb tenké desky (viz [3], [4]). Variační formulaci (a) —(c) problému 
(1) — (6) diskretizujeme vzhledem k prostorovým proměnným metodou konečných 
prvků při použití trojúhelníkových Cx-prvků. Diskretizace vzhledem k časové 
proměnné je provedena jedno- nebo dvoukrokovou diferenční metodou 
s krokem At. V souvislosti s metodou konečných prvků analyzujeme také vliv nu­
merické integrace a křivé hranice. Plně diskretizovaný problém je definován vztahy 
(27) —(29). Hlavní výsledek práce je odhad chyby formulovaný ve větách 5 a 6 ve tvaru 
l!wm - <\U,ah ú C{Af + h" + ||e°|| + l e
1 ! + c 2 A r ^ - e°||2i í }h} 
kde q = 1 nebo 2 v závislosti na použité diferenční metodě, k = 3 nebo 4 v závislosti 
na konečných prvcích, £ ° a £ l jsou chyby způsobené aproximací počátečních podmí­
nek, wm je přesné a w™ přibližné řešení v čase m At. Přitom předpokládáme dosta­
tečně vysoký řád přesnosti použitých integračních formulí a dostatečnou hladkost 
dat. V závěru práce jsou uvedeny numerické výsledky. 
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